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Third Presidential Debate Followed
by Beer Pong Tournament

I

n an effort to connect with
younger voters, presidential
hopefuls Barack Obama
and Mitt Romney faced off in a
televised beer pong tournament
following the third debate.
“What do young people want?”
asked political analyst Elena
Novovich. “Young people want
to see the cast of Glee topless.
But when that’s not possible,
they want a candidate who can
keep his cool in tough situations,
perform under pressure, and sink
last cup,” she explained.
The tournament, hosted by
the Beta Phi fraternity at George
Washington University, consisted
of a best of seven match between
between the two tickets. The
Republican team found itself
at an immediate disadvantage
when Governor Romney, sticking
to his devout Mormon beliefs,
refused to drink any alcohol.
Nevertheless, the Republicans
managed to take an early lead
after Vice Presidential candidate
Paul Ryan, who agreed to drink
all of Romney’s beer, went on an
outstanding nine-cup streak.
The Democrats roared back
in the second game to even the
series. Tempers flared early in the
third game, when Mitt Romney
became belligerently drunk after
flip-flopping and drinking an
entire beer. The former governor
became enraged after President
Obama reneged on his initial
promise to drop his pants after
hitting the bitch cup. Play resumed after the moderator calmed

Kenyan National
Student Group Expected to
Produce Strong Showing at
Dance Marathon
page 2B

“Fuck yeah! Drink it bitch!” shouts Biden
Romney down and forced Biden next on this side,” Ryan added.
to quit waving his genitalia.
A plan to check IDs at the
“Obama’s trash talk really got door re-energized the Republito Romney,” said a wrinkly man cans, who rolled off two quick
on CNN. “After that, the game victories, putting them up three
was in the bag.”
games to two.
The Democrats stormed to a
Facing elimination, Obama’s
second victory in game 3, a win past collegiate experience and
Vice President Biden attributed to penchant for basketball came
his “iron liver.” Although Ryan through, and the Democratic
accused Biden of leaning over the ticket levelled the series at three
table, the Vice President simply wins apiece. Moderators opted
threw his head back and laughed, to postpone the final game after
calling the allegations “malarky.” Romney passed out and Biden
Added Biden, “quit being a disappeared with a couple of
fag and make a cup.” He later sophomore girls, leaving only his
apologized for not being sorry.
pants behind.
Before the fourth game, Gary
President Obama held a press
Johnson and Jill Stein asked if conference after the match was
they could get on the table next. suspended. “Party’s not over
Both parties tried to ignore them, yet,” Obama told the reporters.
but after Johnson started to bang “There’s a reason they call me the
on the table, Obama apologized, Commander-in-Kief.”
saying that Hillary Clinton had
called the next game. “And I’m

Dick-on-Forehead Drawing Receives
International Critical Acclaim

Art critics from around the
world are flocking to St. Louis
to catch a glimpse of a revolutionary new exhibit at the
Kemper Art Museum. The display,
titled Dick-on-Forehead, features a
sharpie drawing, spilled beer, and
a smudge of an unknown brown
substance that “definitely isn’t peanut butter” on the forehead of a
passed out fraternity brother.
Bobby Murphy, the artist behind
the masterpiece, admits he is
shocked by how quickly his penis
has penetrated the art community.
“My bro Jake passed out on
our couch with his shoes on, so I
mean like, yeah I obviously had
no choice but to draw balls on his
face,” Murphy explained. “And
then a couple days later I got a call
from some guy saying that my dick
was beautiful and he’d pay me to
share it with the world. It was
pretty cool, even after I realized
that he wasn’t a Hustler employee
responding to my job application.”
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Patrons of the Kemper Art Museum admiring Murphy’s artwork
“The attention to detail and society’s expectation that men
the beautiful symbolism of the should buy women drinks at a bar.”
piece truly makes it a masterpiece,”
The penis is also receiving
explained feminist art historian praise for its exceptional detail
Emilia Jones-Murray. “For instance, and realism. “The length to girth
the way the dick is pointing down- ratio is simply breathtaking,”
ward, with semen seeming to shoot explained international penis-art
into the young man’s mouth, is expert Gerald Weinbaum. “I’ve
clearly a genius commentary on seen some true masterpieces over

the years: The Great Michigan State Monster, Cyrille
the Cyclops, and Upright Gentleman Exposed Beneath
the Harvest Moon. But this one definitely gives them
some stiff competition. Furthermore, the piece
speaks volumes as to the social stigma of having a
small penis,” he continued. “At nearly five inches,
the exaggerated length of the drawing is enough
to make any man, not just those of us whose wives
have run away with Steve the attorney next door,
feel inadequate.”
In an effort to further his promising future as
an artist, Murphy plans to take a sepia-toned photograph of a flaming bag of shit on the Chancellor’s
doorstep. His works will be featured at the Kemper
Art Museum until November 22nd.
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Students Relieved That They Don’t Have to Pretend to Like Baseball for Second Year in a Row
Following the San Francisco
Giants defeat of the Cardinals in
the National League Championship
Series, students across campus have
breathed a collective sigh of relief
knowing that they will not have to
pretend to like baseball or the Cardinals for a second straight World Series.
For many students, the Cardinals
elimination means that they no longer
have to waste their time memorizing
“meaningless player names and
statistics.”
In an effort to fit in with his male
friends, sophomore Ricky Grayson
has spent the last month using flashcards to memorize baseball rules and
the Cardinals’ batting order. “I didn’t
want to be unprepared like I was
last October when they were in the
World Series,” he explained. “Thank
god they lost,” he added, mumbling
something about the impossibility
of memorizing two different guys
named “Carpenter.”
Senior Karin Phillips was also
relieved to hear that the Cardinals failed to progress. “Pretending

to be interested over the course
of six games while my boyfriend
explained the stupid the rules of
baseball was the hardest thing I’ve
ever done. If I had to sit through
that bullshit one more time I swear
to god I’d have set Bears Den on fire
again and trust me, I wouldn’t make

any more mistakes this time.”
Most of the players have also
expressed disappointment in seeing
their season end. However, Cardinals’ second baseman and California
native Daniel Descalso admitted that
he’s looking forward to “getting the
fuck out of Saint Louis” and heading

Students happily discussing protein scaffolding instead of sports

Student Seeks to Dispel Rumours of Homosexuality
Through Rigorous Sexual Experimentation
Women and Gender Studies
major Peter Wyman is currently in the
middle of a groundbreaking study in
which he is applying the scientific
method to his own sexual experimentation. According to department sources, the senior has laid out
a rigorous proposal to debunk the
prevailing belief that he is a homosexual.
“I’ve always been interested in
sexual experimentation, so I thought
to myself, ‘Hey, maybe I can turn this
into a research project and receive
some funding,’” Wyman explained.
“Flash forward 5 months and they’re
giving me $10,000, which is more than
enough to cover my medical bills.”
According to his advisor, Professor
Quincy Jennings, the funding has
also helped Wyman achieve the
requisite level of thoroughness. “Any
sample size less than 1,500 is statistically insufficient to describe the US
population,” Jennings explained.
“That’s why, to provide incontrovertible evidence of his heterosexuality,
Peter has committed to blowing over
2,300 dudes.”

In addition to using a large sample
size, Wyman has also sought to
control for a wide range of additional
variables, including race, penis size,
number of men involved, and what
types condiments are used during the
sexual encounter.
“In order to overturn the theory
that I’m gay, I need to do far more than
simply show that I remain unaroused
by the sight of a penis. For example, I
also need sufficient evidence to prove
that the experience of licking syrup
off of an Asian man’s penis while
being pummelled from behind by a
giant black dong is entirely unpleasurable as well,” he explained. “And I
think maybe 10 more trials should be
sufficient.”
Wyman also explained that scientific studies must make their methodology transparent and subject to peer
review. Consequently, he says that he
is planning to stream all of his experiments online. “Another core tenant of
experimental science is that all results
must be replicable. So for the sake of
accuracy, I’m going to start all over
again next semester.”

Megan posts a picture of her party with
her four suitemates
sarcastic insults like ‘blah blah if you
do this, then fuck you.’ Plus I also
made extensive use of parentheses.
When was the last time you went to
an event that didn’t have parentheses
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Party a Flop Despite Stellar Facebook Event Description
Sophomore Megan Rowerson
reportedly agonized over her facebook event description for hours,
rewriting it from scratch several times
before inviting 1,283 of her closest
friends to her fall break party. Despite
Rowerson’s inclusion of punny
similes, frequent use of the term ‘jkjk’,
a humorous urban music reference,
and the selection of a clever meme for
the event photo, attendance was still
disappointing. Of the five guests, four
were her roommates.
Rowerson said she was “baffled
and insulted” by the poor turnout,
particularly since she saw all those
mobile uploads from the party at “that
dumb slut Sarah Wiskind’s place.”
“I literally don’t understand,”
Rowerson said. “Sarah Wiskind’s facebook event description was total crap.
I mean, I wrote out all these playful

back to his house in San Francisco.
“I’ve got pretty dope seats for game
1 of the World Series,” he added with
a grin.
Indeed, the future is bright for
many students who will no longer
have to worry about seeming uncool
around more knowledgeable people
they are trying to impress, including
job interviewers, other students, and
local black people.

in the description? People went to
Sarah’s party and she didn’t even use
caps lock in her event description!”
Official tallies revealed that over
60 people people attended Sarah
Wiskind’s party, and publicly available photos from the party indicate
that the party-goers enjoyed themselves. “Whatever, I bet people were
just pretending to look happy in those
pictures because they were trying to
be nice,” Rowerson said. “Plus, Sarah
Wiskind probably ran out of drinks
really fast. How lame is that?”
Sources close to Rowerson say she
is doing her best to use the failure as
a learning opportunity. For her next
party, she hopes to boost attendance
by including a link to a funny youtube
video in her description as well.

Emily Zalla
...also, slightly fewer
freshmen whose names we
haven’t bother to learn yet.
There’s definitely an Alex,
and a Jacob maybe?
We are always recruiting
new members. If you
would like to write, edit,
doodle, spellczech, or
just want to compare sizes,
email us at:
wunderground@su.wustl.edu,
and join our facebook group!
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wunderground’s
halloween edition
Who was tricked into looking like trash
and who treated us with the most erotic
and arousing costumes this Halloween?
You did your best to turn Greek Goddesses

There’s something about Phil
Bumblehoff’s detached gaze that
would leave any fugitive begging him to pin
them against a building and deliver their
Miranda Rights. The over-the-top nature of
this racy get-up clearly labels Phil a lover of
props and a man who isn’t afraid to make
use of those handcuffs around his neck.
With junk nearly pouring out of his trunk,
Phil could have stood to show a little more
skin with this costume, but those layers of
protection offer an element of mystery and
a challenge to penetration that is difficult to
ignore. With this costume, Phil is equipped
to head into battle, and we would have liked
nothing more than to take a ride in the back
of his cop car this Halloween.

into Sex Goddesses and to render Warlocks
and Pumpkins reminiscent of Cocks and
Blumpkins, and now WUnderground has
determined Who Whore it Best…

Standing at four feet eleven inches,
Ashley Appleton manages to turn a
tutu and frills into a risqué suit of seduction. While our parole officer told us that
we’d be in violation of our parole if we
printed Ashley’s picture without covering
her face, the implicit challenge posed by her
forbidden innocence fused with the explicit
challenge posed by the legal system leaves
any passer-by dying to burrow in her rabbit
hole. Not only are her pig tails just asking
to be pulled, but the tooth gaps where her
baby-teeth used to be could offer an interesting change of pace in the bedroom. Her
eyebrows may be unplucked and her legs
unshaved, but Ashley still effortlessly hops
into the winner’s spot as Biggest Forest
Floozy with this costume.

Red-hot, mouthwatering, and lewd,
Hot Dog’s costume this year is fit to
be devoured. This guise takes the traditional
“ketchup bottle” suit to the next erotic and
innovative level as Hot Dog smeared the
ketchup all over his smooth, juicy, cookedto-perfection figure. Like a microwavable
meal, Hot Dog looks like he only needs to
be heated up a little before he’s ready to be
enjoyed. He might be lacking curves, but Hot
Dog looks easy to grip and handle in this
form-fitting Ketchup attire. Even without
relish, mustard, or onions, everyone was
drooling to take a bite out of this ketchupsoaked wiener.

Lance Armstrong
is still a hero.

I want nothing to do
with this asshole.

by John Collins,
optimist

by Lance Armstrong’s
One Remaining Testicle

Regardless of what we read
in the media, Lance Armstrong
is still a hero. Sure, maybe recent
allegations have tainted his
image, but they’re still only allegations—nothing more. Besides,
the man beat cancer, and his
unrelenting efforts have helped
save countless lives. Let’s take a
step back, look at the big picture,
and stop persecuting a man who
has used his success to help
people suffering around the

world. His contributions to cancer research and awareness are
remarkable and his legacy as a
philanthropist will outlive his
status as an athlete. He overcame
adversity and proved that, even
with one testicle, anything is
possible.

Fuck this guy. Seriously, I
should have abandoned ship with
the other nut a long time ago. Do
you know what it’s like dangling
from beneath this piece of shit?
For years I’ve had to just bounce
around all by myself and take it
while his drug-laden sweat drips
all around me. Countless eyewitness reports, many of them from
teammates who agreed to implicate themselves and finally do
what’s right, and he’s still denying

it? That kind of egotistical defiance takes balls, and as his ball,
I want to set the record straight
and make it perfectly clear that
I had absolutely nothing to do
with any of this. Please, I’m begging you, somebody take a pair
of hedge trimmers to this
psychopath’s scrotum and set
me free.
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Michelle Obama Can’t Wait to Pick Her Nose
First Lady Michelle Obama can’t wait until the
press pool photographers clear the room so that
she can pick her nose. According to sources close
to the First Lady, Michelle has been struggling to
maintain her composure next to the President since
first becoming aware of a giant nugget in her right
nostril about fifteen minutes ago.
According to one highly-ranked campaign
official, who spoke on the condition of anonymity,
Obama is trying to avoid a spectacle “like when
Barbara Bush farted on a hot mike in ’91.” Many
experts still think that brief moment of flatulence
cost George Bush the election.
“Look, you can see her nose twitching,” the
source continued. “Don’t be fooled by that frozen
smile.”
“It must be peeking out by now,” President
Obama reportedly whispered to a nearby aide.
“Christ, I can hear it whistling.”

Reasons Not to Vote

10.

Ask an Alcoholic is written by James
Frisk. The widely syndicated column
appears in over 120 papers across the
country and is known for its honest
approach and mature perspective.
Dear Alcoholic,
How long should you text a girl before asking her out?
We’ve been flirting for like a week.
—Love over LTE
Dear LOL,

You can neVER BE TOO BOLD WITH A LADY MY
FRIEND. YOU KNOW, YOU ONLY LlVEW ONCE
IN THIs world so you just, I don’t konw - Go for it
man. Like this one chick I met at a bar last week that
was talking to me for what seemed likee 2 hours.
Unfortunately though, this guy comes up and he’s
pissed, and I grabbed her tit because if you think
you found love, you gotta do what you gotta do.

Out of nowher, he tries to suckerpunchjj me, and
I see it coming, and I realized that I could take it,
so I let it hit mee. Then one of his buddies must
have trippedf me or something because somehow I
wound up on the floor.

Anwyay, I got her number from the bar affter they let
me out of jaill the next morning and Ive been sending
her dick picks for the last week. Love sure is fickle.
Dear Alcoholic,
My mom has a bad case of empty-nest syndrome. She
started sending me care packages, and now I get one every
day. And if I don’t call to thank her, she calls me and makes
me feel bad. How do I tell her to give me some space?
—This Bird Has Flown

Dear TBHF,

give her my number.
Dear Alcoholic,
KNEAD YOUR SOUL TO THE GOD AL-ZOR,
COLORS TAKEN FROM SCHOOL BUSES
CRASHING! RUN INTO THE STREET! TREMBLE!
SACRIFICE THE UNDESERVING AND LET
THEIR BLOOD CLEANSE THE COSMOS
OF ETOR.
—The Voices
Dear TV,

Fuck. I’m hallucinating again.
Dear Alcoholic,
I’m turning 16 in 4 days and I’m really nervous about
my Road Test. How should I prepare myself?
—Boy Afraid of Cars
Dear BAC,

Despite what youj might have heard, you don’t
have to be drunk to be a good driver. Just tgo be a
smooth one ahhaha

I hiat a deer one time, but I knew exactly what to
do. I put him in thge backseat becaujse you cant
let gogod meat dgo to waste. myh buddy pete
makes the best deer jerkey. How’s that for using
the environment, OBAMA? turns out, the deer still
had some fight in him and started making a fuss
when I got back ont he highway. Not much problem
though becasue two quick punches and I think that
did him in. Anyawy turned all right, just scared
the shit o;ut of me the next mornign.

9.

Polling place is a school—
not allowed near children

8.

Neither candidate
supports man-boy
marriage

7.

Can’t text in vote

6.

Don’t do well on
multiple-choice tests

5.

Got $500 riding on Romney
and it’d be morally wrong
to interfere

4.

Lost voting arm in ‘nam

3.

Voted last election.
You only get one vote,
right?

2.

Mugger stole ID, but
he’ll probably be voting
the same way anyway

1.

?

Ask an Alcoholic

Don’t want to risk
losing fake

Qué?

After jumping from a record setting 120,000 feet, Felix Baumgartner became
the first person to break the speed of sound. What do you think?

David Blaine

stunt performer, frequent last pick
in playground football games

“Oh yeah? Next week I’m
going to do that without a
spacesuit, blindfolded, handcuffed, and frozen in a block of
ice. Bet you regret not going to
prom with me now, don’t you
Cindy Larson?”

Death

extreme sports enthusiast

“Aw shit, he did that
already?”

Eric Lipking

stoner, struggler with homophones

“Damn. Last time I was
that high I crashed
pretty hard.”

Isaac Newton

projectile-apple victim

“Oh really, he fell? I
could have told you
that. And they still call
gravity a ‘theory’.”

Nick Hammler

Red Bull salesman, moron

“If sponsoring a man rapidly
plummeting towards the Earth
with absolutely no chance
of achieving anything that
remotely resembles sustained
flight doesn’t convince people
that Red Bull gives you wings,
well, I guess nothing will.”

